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FOREWORD
I became fascinated with shells as a child living near the ocean
in the Philippines. Growing up poor, shell collecting was an
accessible hobby for a young boy. My interest in shells grew
with my means and an extensive collection exclusively of
Philippine shells followed throughout my life.
Because of my professional background, I pondered the
internal spiral structure of shells found only in glimpses of
shell fragments. A one of a kind collection of X-ray images
of shells evolved.
My collaborators are shell enthusiasts as well. Photographer
and artist Ricci Racela grew up with the collection. Her
intimate knowledge of the shells informed her dramatic
capture of their inherent beauty. Dave Quemada, a fellow shell
collector, noted poet, writer, and critic expresses his passion
for shells with the enfolded poems. This is a natural collaboration of scientific, artistic and literary talents brought together
in honor of the beauty of seashells and land snails.
I am sure you will find that seashells and land snails from the
Philippines are some of the most beautiful in the world. I am
proud to share these natural treasures from my native
country.
Note: The specimens are all dextral and asterix shells were
flipped for artistic reasons.
Turitella terebra
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Shell Collector
Xenophora pallidula
West Leyte
Xenophora pallidula
West Leyte, Philippines
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